Android developer for payment of the future

Would you like to take part in shaping the future of payments? Do you
appreciate mixing development with shaping the architecture in both internal
projects and customer environments? Then Crunchfish is the company you
are looking for. We are currently growing our great team and searching for a
skilled Android developer.
About You
You have a master’s degree in Computer Science or similar. Through your experience, you
have a solid technical background, an agile mindset and have worked with Android
development and Kotlin/Java for at least 3 years. To be successful you need an open mindset
with focus on collaboration and be quick to adapt to new circumstances. As a person, you
are a positive team player that want to contribute to a work environment that is built on
curiosity, creativity and care.
We would like you to have
• 3+ years of software experience in Android development
• Ability to write clear, modular, maintainable code in Kotlin/Java
• Interest in best practices for Android development.
• Passion for the quality of the software you design, deliver and maintain.
• Knowledge on documenting SDKs/APIs for external use
Extras you might have
• Experience in developing SDKs (or applications) for financial industry
• Experience with PKI and IT-security
• Android UI development (app) experience

•

iOS development experience

What’s in it for you?
Working with Crunchfish is likely a great step in your career as you will be working hands-on
in complex and fast-moving projects all over the world together with sharp brains and access
to state-of-the-art software and tools. Our sweet spot is in securing digital payment always,
even without network access or when the core banking system is congested. As part of our
team at Crunchfish, you will get to work hands-on with banks, payment service providers
and a variety of other companies and industries worldwide with an initial focus in Sweden,
India and Southeast Asia.
Welcome to Crunchfish
Crunchfish is a deep tech company developing a Digital Cash platform for Banks, Payment
Services and CBDC implementations and Gesture Interaction technology for AR/VR,
automotive and digital interfaces. Crunchfish is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market
since 2016, with headquarters in Malmö, Sweden and with representation in India.
Ready for the new challenge?
The search and selection process is ongoing so please submit your application by sending
your CV and application as soon as possible to jobs@crunchfish.com
We will have interviews regularly with a last day for sending application on March 15th 2022.

